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Natural Selection Shapes Genome-Wide
Patterns of Copy-Number Polymorphism
in Drosophila melanogaster
J. J. Emerson,1,2*† Margarida Cardoso-Moreira,1,3,4*† Justin O. Borevitz,1 Manyuan Long1
The role that natural selection plays in governing the locations and early evolution of copy-number
mutations remains largely unexplored. We used high-density full-genome tiling arrays to create
a fine-scale genomic map of copy-number polymorphisms (CNPs) in Drosophila melanogaster.
We inferred a total of 2658 independent CNPs, 56% of which overlap genes. These include
CNPs that are likely to be under positive selection, most notably high-frequency duplications
encompassing toxin-response genes. The locations and frequencies of CNPs are strongly shaped
by purifying selection, with deletions under stronger purifying selection than duplications. Among
duplications, those overlapping exons or introns, as well as those falling on the X chromosome,
seem to be subject to stronger purifying selection.
ifferences in the numbers of copies of
large DNA segments are an abundant
source of genetic variation in humans
(1, 2), mice (3), and flies (4). Because CNPs
can create new genes, change gene dosage,
reshape gene structures, and/or modify the elements that regulate gene expression, understanding their evolution is at the very heart of
understanding how such structural changes in
the genome contribute to the phenotypic evolution of organisms (5–7).
A rigorous characterization of CNPs requires high-resolution data unbiased with respect to genome annotation. We used tiling arrays
covering the full euchromatic genome of D.
melanogaster at a median density of one unique
perfect match probe for every 36 base pairs (bp)
(8, 9) in 15 natural isofemale lines (table S1).
We inferred copy-number changes with a hidden Markov model (HMM) (9) that inferred the
posterior probabilities for copy number by
comparing DNA hybridization intensities between natural isolates and the reference genome strain. Training data for copy-number
changes were obtained via hybridization with a
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line known to contain a ~200-kb homozygous
duplication and from a set of 52 validated
homozygous deletions (9). The probabilities
of mutation were parsed to make CNP calls
(table S3).
Because tiling arrays are restricted to nonredundant regions in the reference genome, deletion and duplication are detected by the
absence of nonredundant DNA and by the
doubling of unique DNA, respectively. In principle, it is possible to confound unique duplications with multiple hit scenarios of deletion
of ancestral duplications. However, the few
CNPs that exhibited even weak signs of ancestral redundancy in either D. simulans or D.
yakuba (109 CNPs) showed a site-frequency

spectrum (SFS) suggesting that the derived state
cannot be a deletion [table S4; (9)]. Nevertheless,
we excluded those events from our analyses.
In order to validate the CNP predictions, we
performed polymerase chain reaction–based
assays (9). For duplications, we obtained a
false-positive rate of 14% and a false-negative
rate of 16%. Notably, our assay can only amplify tandem duplications lying within several
kilobases of each other, suggesting that the
false-positive rate is overestimated. Conversely,
the fact that we confirmed 86% of the duplications confirms that most CNPs form in tandem. For deletions, we obtained a false-positive
rate of 47%. This high rate of falsely called
deletions is in part due to the prevalence of
multiple adjacent single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in highly polymorphic regions
of the D. melanogaster genome (10). We also
obtained a false-negative rate of 18% for homozygous deletions and 32% for heterozygous
deletions.
We detected 2658 unique CNPs among all
15 lines of D. melanogaster, with an average of
312 CNPs (SD = 31.9 CNPs), after adjusting
for false positives. Except where noted, total
mutation counts are corrected only for false
positives. In total, CNPs comprise ~2% of the
genome. The size distribution of CNPs was
roughly exponential, with most being small
variants (median: 336 bp) and few being larger
variants (maximum size detected: 35 kb). The
predicted and real CNP boundaries differ only
by about one probe for duplications and about
three probes for deletions (table S3). These
data indicate that we were able to both detect
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Fig. 1. Frequency of
CNPs within different
genomic contexts. The
numbers of polymorphic duplications (black)
and deletions (white)
are shown for four mutually exclusive genomic
contexts: intergenic (mutations between genes),
intronic (mutations entirely within introns),
exonic (mutations that
overlap exons but not
complete gene structures), and complete
gene (mutations that overlap at least one complete gene structure, including UTRs).
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Table 1. Description of the CNP dataset: number of events, frequency of singletons (CNPs detected
in only one population), and size. We assumed a false-positive rate of 14% for duplications and
47% for deletions. Size and frequency of singletons were determined with the raw data.
Number of events
CNP type
Duplications
Deletions

Raw data

Corrected false
positives

Median

Size (bp)
Mean

Frequency of
singletons

2211
1428

1901
757

367
282

1117
604

0.75
0.67

small CNPs as well as estimate CNP boundaries with precision (table S4). Despite a smaller
sample size and a smaller genome, this study
detected more CNPs than a recent survey in humans [2658 detected here versus 1447 detected
in (2)]. This discrepancy is likely explained by
the denser genome coverage in this study. Our
data suggest that humans harbor a class of
CNPs that is much larger than anything observed in fruit flies and that recent mammalian
studies may be neglecting most small-scale
variations.
Duplications outnumbered deletions 2.5:1
(Sign test P value <2.22 × 10−16; Fig. 1) and
were significantly larger (Wilcoxon rank sum
test, P value <2.22 × 10−16; Table 1). One mechanism thought to be an important contributor to
tandem CNP formation—nonallelic homologous
recombination—leads to either one gamete with
a duplication and another with a complementary
deletion or only one gamete carrying a deletion
(11). Thus, nonallelic homologous recombination
generates either an equal number of each mutation or an excess of deletions. Additionally, studies
of insertion and deletion variation have shown a
deletion bias in D. melanogaster, although the
mutations’ size (12) was considerably smaller than
those examined here. The fact that we observed
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Fig. 2. Selection coef- A
B1
1
ficients for polymorphic
duplications with esti0
mates obtained with the
0
PRF-SFS methodology
1
(19) are shown, both with
and without incorporat1
2
ing ascertainment bias
and error into the likeli3
hood [(A) and (B), respec2
tively]. Squares indicate
4
the maximum likelihood
3
estimates of g (selection
5
coefficient). Error bars indicate the 95% confi6
4
dence interval (a > 0.05
in a likelihood ratio testing framework) for the
parameter g. The upper
bound was not plotted
for complete (comp.) gene
duplications because of low sample size (S = 67 for comp. genes). The gray region in (B), indicating
neutrality, is bounded above by g = 0 and below by gsim, which is estimated from simulations and
corrected for ascertainment and error, for a neutral SFS expectation in the population of 10 strains
[section 7.1.1 in (9)].
fewer deletions when either an equal number or
an increased number of deletions was expected
suggests that a large proportion of deletions are
removed from the population by purifying selection. In this context, the dearth of deletions
observed in our data, as well as the smaller size
of the deleted variants, suggest that they are far
more deleterious than duplications and that
larger mutations are more deleterious than smaller
ones.
Every region of the genome harbors at least
low levels of CNPs. The median distance between two events was 12.6 kb (fig. S5). We
found that pericentromeric regions were enriched in duplications, though not in deletions
(fig. S5). Such regions are known to be rich in
duplications (13). Redundancy results in a
lower probe resolution in those regions, suggesting that our observation of increased levels
of polymorphism was actually conservative.
However, given the lower probe resolution in
our work and the smaller size of deletions, we
cannot assume that the absence of deletions in
such regions is not artifactual. Pericentromeric
regions are also characterized by extremely low
rates of crossing-over, leading to a lower effective population size as a result of linkage
(14). Therefore, the higher density of CNPs
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observed in these regions may be a consequence
of the reduced effectiveness of selection in purging deleterious mutations (14). Alternatively,
the mutation rate may simply be higher in such
regions (15).
The genome distribution of CNPs varied significantly both between genome regions (i.e.,
coding versus noncoding) as well as between
mutation types (i.e., duplication versus deletion)
(Fig. 1). Duplications outnumbered deletions in
all categories (all Sign test P values <1 × 10−10).
Deletions falling in coding regions represented
a smaller proportion of all deletions as compared with duplications (Fig. 1, Fisher’s exact
test P value <2.2 × 10−16).
Given the high incidence and widespread
genomic distribution of CNPs, it is not surprising that 8 and 2% of genes were at least
partially duplicated or deleted, respectively.
Before correcting for false positives, we found
133 genes completely duplicated and 27 completely deleted (table S5). Among completely
deleted genes, two have known, nonlethal mutant phenotypes (16). Tandem duplications of a
sequence partially overlapping adjacent genes
may create a chimera between them while leaving intact versions of both donor genes. We
identified 92 CNPs that appear to be such chimeras. Curiously, 1.5 times as many duplications overlap the ends of genes than their starting
points (Sign test P value = 0.0101), which is
similar to the excess of transposable element
insertions observed in 3´ untranslated regions
(3´ UTRs) in D. melanogaster (17).
Taken together, the evidence above suggests that purifying selection eliminates a large
fraction of standing CNP variation, especially
deletions. Previous research on CNPs in humans (1) suggests that purifying selection may
shape patterns of copy-number variation. Therefore, we tested selection on these variants in D.
melanogaster by analyzing the distribution of
allele frequencies (the SFS) [table S7 and fig.
S8; (18)]. Purifying selection against deleterious mutations increases the fraction of rare
variants, which is a common signature of natural selection. However, an excess of rare variants
may also represent demographic processes such
as population expansion, bottlenecks, or population structure (19). In order to quantify these
effects, we sampled putatively neutral mutations. We collected ~600 synonymous SNPs
from 46 loci located in all major chromosome
arms in all 15 lines (9) and eliminated the effects of population structure (9, 20). We then
estimated demographic parameters for two
models using a Poisson random fields–SFS
(PRF-SFS) approach (19): (i) a two-epoch model to identify recent population expansions and
(ii) a three-epoch model to identify bottlenecks
(21–23). Because neither scenario rejected the
neutral model (P = 0.39 and P = 0.07, respectively), we used the standard neutral model as
the demographic null hypothesis (9). All SFS
analyses were performed with raw CNP calls
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Fig. 3. Representation of a subset of 5 out of 15 individuals for the Cpy6g1 polymorphism. The image
in each row represents the log ratio of array intensities for the natural and reference lines as a function
of genome position on chromosome 2R in kilobases. The green line is a smoothing spline for reference.
The shading below each image indicates the posterior probability of duplication from the HMM, with
red indicating a probability of 1 and blue indicating a probability of 0. The vertical lines indicate our
boundary calls.
greater than 500 bp to restrict our inferences to
mutations with smaller error rates, with error
and bias corrected [as described in (9)].
We estimated g, the scaled coefficient of
natural selection (9, 19). Our estimates show
that natural selection is a pervasive force shaping the standing variation in D. melanogaster
(Fig. 2). Notably, selection differentially influenced CNP evolution among different genomic
features as well as among different chromosomes. We compared the patterns of variation
between the different classes of variants: both
correcting for bias and error and with no corrections. For inferences incorporating error and
bias (Fig. 2A), we found that the intronic class
exhibited the largest reduction in variation (g =
–2.5), although duplications within exons were
only slightly less disfavored (g = –2.1). We
detected a significantly higher constraint in
intronic than in intergenic regions (g = –0.34).
This observation contrasts with studies of nucleotide variation that found similar levels of
constraint in both regions (24, 25). This may be
because introns are more strongly constrained
by changes in size [e.g., for proper splicing
(26, 27)]. We hypothesize that duplications
involving partial gene structures (the exonic
and intronic classes) were the most strongly disfavored, because such mutations often result in
the disruption of genes.
Notably, complete gene duplications showed
the least constraint. Despite our conservative
corrections for bias and error (9), we fail to reject neutrality. This unexpected observation is
compatible with the hypothesis that full duplications are redundant. This result should, however, be interpreted with caution, because the
synonymous SNPs that were used to parameter-

ize the demographic model may be under weak
purifying selection, potentially leading to an underestimate of the selection coefficient. Also, assuming a fixed selection coefficient may be
wrong, because the set of complete gene duplications may include both advantageous and
deleterious mutations.
We also found that the autosomes have higher
selection coefficients than the X chromosome
(Fig. 2). This observation is compatible with the
following models: (i) duplicate mutations on the
X chromosome are more deleterious than those on
autosomes (X-linked genes may be more sensitive to changes in dosage) and/or (ii) duplicate
polymorphisms tend to be slightly deleterious and
recessive.
We identified five duplications overlapping seven genes involved in the response to
toxins. For example, a duplication encompassing Cyp6g1 and Cyp6g2 was present in 13 of the
15 lines. Cyp6g1 confers resistance to DDT and
is known to be under positive selection for increased gene product [Fig. 3; (28)]. Three other
independent high-frequency duplication events
overlap four other genes (Ugt86Dj, Ugt86Dh,
CG30438, and CG10170) involved in the response to toxins, and we found another duplicate gene (Ugt86Di, in one line) involved in the
response to toxins. These duplications are good
candidates to be under positive selection.
Overall, we present compelling evidence
that the regional patterns of duplicate and deletion variation showed strong evidence for
the pervasive action of natural selection, both
in their patterns of polymorphism and in their
distribution in the genome. These conclusions
provide a comprehensive picture of the polymorphic phase of copy-number change.
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